Dear reader,

In this story Fat Cat stops sleeping and he does something really special. He learns that he can be a hero. And with him you learn to say some new things in English!!

Now you can:
• talk about your house;
• say what you do everyday;
• use adverbs to say how often you do things.

There are lots of other Helbling Young Readers:

www.helblingyoungreaders.com

Happy reading!

Mum, Dad, Emily and Baby are all out and Fat Cat is sleeping in peace. Bang! Suddenly there is a noise in the kitchen. There is a thief in the house and Fat Cat is the only who can stop him! What is Fat Cat’s plan? And can he save Mum’s jewellery?

In this book:
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  Adverbs of frequency
  Prepositions of place
  Present simple
  Present simple v. present continuous
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  Helping at home
  Routines
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• 14 fully interactive language learning games designed to practise, develop and revise the vocabulary and structures presented in the book.
• story sequencing
• dictation
• dictionary with interactive listening activities

The Audio CD part contains:
• the full recording of the story
• an involving chant
• inspiring and creative listening activities.
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1 Match.

A bathroom  B hall  C nursery
D bedroom   E kitchen  F study
G garage    H living room  I toilet

2 Read and match.

A You sleep here.  bedroom
B You cook and eat here.  bathroom
C You get washed here.  kitchen
D You watch TV and relax here.  living room
3 Read, listen and write.

4 Write.

In my room there is ____________________ and ____________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
Dring! It’s half past seven. It’s time to get up! Everyone is busy. Mum is making breakfast. Dad is reading the newspaper.

Don’t forget your break, Emily!
Emily is getting her schoolbag ready for school. Baby is playing with his bricks. And Fat Cat is sleeping. Everyone is busy except Fat Cat.

What do you have for breakfast?
Dad puts on his coat and rushes out. He doesn’t want to miss the bus. Mum gets Baby ready and they go out, too.

Mum goes first to the nursery and then to work. Emily is late. She puts on her scarf and lifts up her schoolbag and rushes out, too.
What time do you leave the house in the morning? Draw then say the time.

Now it’s nice and quiet. Fat Cat can sleep in peace.
Crash!

Fat Cat wakes up. “What’s that noise?” he thinks. “I want to sleep.” and he closes his eyes again.
Bang!

There is another noise.

Think. What is the noise?
Word Maze

Find your way out of the word maze. Collect the letters you find on your way and discover another word for maze.
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